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Discussion Topics
• Form 396 Basic Requirements

• NRC physician reviews when and why?• NRC physician reviews – when and why?
– Have requirements changed?

• General feedback on 396 submittalsGeneral feedback on 396 submittals

• Recommendations for ensuring a smooth review

• Questions/comments?
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Some NRC Form 396 Basics

• When should a Form 396 be submitted?

– Certify medical fitness of a new license applicant 
(55.23 and 55.31)

– Certify that a physician has examined any new 
permanent physical or mental condition, concluded 
that the operator meets the requirements of p q
55.21/33, and request a conditional license (55.25)

– Certify the continued medical fitness of a license 
l li t (55 57)
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renewal applicant (55.57)



Form 396 Reviews by NRC Physicians
• When does the NRC obtain a medical review of a 

facility-submitted Form 396?
– Facility recommends a new or changed (including removal of) y g ( g )

condition/restriction on license 
– Request to approve a medical waiver
– Typically corrective lenses, hearing aids not sent for review
– NRC regions can ask for review anytime if they need input for 

licensing decision

N t thi i id d b k d i f d i t• Note:  this is provided as background info and is not 
meant to change instances where facilities are required 
to submit Form 396 and report changes in medical 

C
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conditions to the NRC.



Form 396 Reviews by NRC Physicians 

• What are the NRC physicians trying to 
accomplish on behalf of the NRC?
– NRC review physicians are looking for basic medical 

evidence to confirm the facility’s recommendation for 
license conditions/restrictions and the suitability for 
licensing when reviewed against industry consensuslicensing when reviewed against industry consensus 
standards (ANSI/ANS-3.4).

– In addition to specific ANSI/ANS-3.4 requirements, the 
NRC physicians consider if the information submittedNRC physicians consider if the information submitted 
leads to a conclusion that “the physical condition and 
general health of the applicant are such that the 
applicant would not be expected to cause operational 
errors which might endanger public health and safety ”
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errors which might endanger public health and safety.



Form 396 Reviews by NRC Physicians
NRC uses internal Form 396A as a traveler to 
document our physician’s review 
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Form 396A Report p
RRep
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Form 396A Highlights
• Instructions for  [NRC] Doctor – “ Review the 

enclosed certification of medical examination by 
f ilit li d ti di l idfacility licensee and supporting medical evidence 
and provide your conclusions as to the 
applicant’s physical condition…”pp p y

• Report – “A review has been completed to 
determine if the physical condition and generaldetermine if the physical condition and general 
health of the applicant are such that the applicant 
would not be expected to cause operational 
errors which might endanger public health and 
safety.” 
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Food for thought…..

• If you were a third party reviewer, 
what would you like to see to satisfywhat would you like to see to satisfy 
yourself before signing off?
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General Feedback on Form 396 Submittals

• Form 396 provides instruction to “Provide explanation and 
attach supporting medical evidence for NRC review” when 
requesting a conditioned license.  Sometimes, little or no q g ,
medical evidence is provided and the Form 396 Blocks for 
“RELATIONSHIP OF RESTRICTION TO DISQUALIFYING 
CONDITION (Briefly indicate how restriction will correct the 
disqualifying condition)” and “EXPLANATION(S)” are not q y g ) ( )
being completed.
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General Feedback on Form 396 Submittals

• Some cases where Form 396, Section A, block 8, 
“OTHER RESTRICTION OR EXCEPTION,” has ,
been checked, but with nothing (or unclear 
wording) provided in “PROPOSED WORDING 
OF RESTRICTION (Block 8 above)” sectionOF RESTRICTION (Block 8 above)  section.
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General Feedback on Form 396 Submittals

• Some conflicts between the physician 
narrative in attached documentationnarrative in attached documentation 
(letters, etc.) and the recommendation on 
the Form 396 with relation to ANSI/ANS-
3.4 disqualifying conditions.  [For 
example, letter states that diabetes is not 
being controlled, constituting a 
disqualifying condition, yet licensing still 
recommended using “must take meds ”]
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recommended using must take meds. ]



General Feedback on Form 396 Submittals

• Some medical statements from physicians are 
informal notes on prescription pads and are 
difficult to read.  Be mindful that information 
submitted to NRC becomes part of the file 
forming the basis for the licensing decision.

• Some family doctor/personal physician notes 
state compliance with ANSI/ANS requirements.   s a e co p a ce S / S equ e e s
Are these physicians truly aware of ANSI 
requirements?  This would normally be under the 
facility physician’s/medical department’s purview.
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facility physician s/medical department s purview. 



Keys to successful reviews
Reminder – the facility licensee is 

responsible for ensuring a physician* 
conducts a medical examination and 
for certifying medical fitness of 
applicants/licensed operators 

[* May delegate portions of exam to other licensed medical professionals per ANSI/ANS-3.4]

So What are the NRC doctorsSo……What are the NRC doctors 
trying to confirm?
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Keys to successful reviews

• The only basis the reviewing physician has to make an 
assessment is the medical evidence submitted via Form 
396 Th f li itl t t “PROVIDE EXPLANATION396.  The form explicitly states “PROVIDE EXPLANATION 
AND ATTACH SUPPORTING MEDICAL EVIDENCE FOR 
NRC REVIEW” in the restrictions section of Part A.  Form 
396 also contains blocks titled “RELATIONSHIP OF396 also contains blocks titled RELATIONSHIP OF 
RESTRICTION TO DISQUALIFYING CONDITION (Briefly 
indicate how restriction will correct the disqualifying 
condition)” and “EXPLANATION(S) ” These sections ofcondition)  and EXPLANATION(S).   These sections of 
Form 396 should be used to convey the appropriate 
medical evidence and its relation to the ANSI/ANS-3.4 
disqualifying conditions and minimum requirements 
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Keys to successful reviews

• In order for the NRC reviewing physicians 
to perform a meaningful review, someto perform a meaningful review, some 
basic information must be included:
– Medical problem/issue (link to ANSI/ANS-3.4 

disqualifying condition or minimum req’ts)?disqualifying condition or minimum req’ts)?
– Related medical examination and diagnostic 

studies results?
– Current diagnosis? (controlled?, stable?)
– Treatment plan or license restriction to ensure 

ANSI/ANS-3 4 requirements and “not
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ANSI/ANS 3.4 requirements and not 
endanger public health and safety” are met?



Keys to successful reviews
• These elements have been referred to as 

“SOAP* notes” in the medical community.y
• NRC’s reviewing physicians are not expecting 

a formal or lengthy report.
– A simple statement addressing these elements 

(can be done in a few sentences) is sufficient.  
F t i t i t t t t i– Format is not important; content is.

*SOAP = Subjective, Objective, Assessment, Plan
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Keys to successful reviews
• “Must Take Medication as Prescribed to Maintain 

Medical Qualifications” is a common license 
condition. Some considerations to help thesecondition.  Some considerations to help these 
reviews go more smoothly:
– Identify why the medication is being prescribed, 

especially it’s relationship (or not) to an ANSI/ANS-3.4 p y p ( )
disqualifying condition

– Identification of the specific medication, dosage and 
frequency

– Describe interactions with other drugs, if applicable
– A statement of “no adverse side effects 

experienced/noted” is helpful in evaluating the issue of 
potential incapacity as described in section 5 3 9 [5 4 9]
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potential incapacity as described in section 5.3.9 [5.4.9] 
of ANSI/ANS-3.4-1983 [1996]



Keys to successful reviews

• If a medication is changed and facility chooses to 
report it (although it may not be required), there 
should be an explanation

• “Information Only” – helpful to state why the y p y
information is being submitted and how it does/does 
not relate to ANS requirements.  Side effects and 
“potential for incapacity” good to address if applicablepo e a o capac y good o add ess app cab e
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Keys to successful reviews

• Relevant critical laboratory data related to 
meeting ANSI/ANS-3.4 conditions should be 
included:
– Blood pressure reading if hypertensive
– Fasting blood sugars and/or Hemoglobin A1C for 

diabetics to indicate stability/degree of control
• Thyroid function study when using replacement 

therapy to compensate for normal function per py p p
section 5.4.9 [5.4.3] of ANSI/ANS-3.4-1983 
[1996] 
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Keys to successful reviews

• “No solo” based on cardiac, mobility, respiratory 
conditions
– Include brief description of the 

accommodations available (ref. ANSI/ANS-
3 4 ti 5 1)3.4, section 5.1)

– Brief description of any job task analysis to 
show that individual can perform assigned s o a d dua ca pe o ass g ed
duties despite otherwise disqualifying medical 
condition
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Keys to successful reviews

• Reminder: NRC reviewing 
physicians do not keep medical filesphysicians do not keep medical files 
on applicants.  Each 396 must stand 
on its ownon its own.
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Keys to successful reviews

3/6/12 month status reports:
• Facility doctor should recommend 

when appropriate
• Can be added by NRC doctor
• Removal needs recommendation by e o a eeds eco e dat o by

facility, supported by medical 
evidence that medical condition is 
corrected or no longer relevant
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Keys to successful reviews

Actual 396 Examples
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396 Example – potentially 
di lif i ditidisqualifying conditions

2 potentially disqualifying conditions, but no medical 
evidence to show:

•Diabetes controlled blood sugars hemoglobin A1C?•Diabetes controlled – blood sugars, hemoglobin A1C?
•Hypertension controlled - blood pressure readings? 
•What medications? Any adverse side effects?
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396 Example - medications

•For what medical 
condition(s) are these 
being taken? 
•Related to ANS-3.4?
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•Side effects?



396 Example - medications

For what medical condition(s)For what medical condition(s) 
are these being taken? 
Related to ANS-3.4?
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396 Example – conflicting info

“Info Only” – non-ANS 3.4 medical condition for 
seasonal allergies

OK if facility chooses to report (although probably not 
required), but……….
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396 Example – conflicting info (cont.)

…..396 recommends 
“must take meds” with no 
other explanation ???other explanation … ???
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396 Example – potentially disqualifying 
condition

No other info attached
•What cardiac condition?
•ANS 3.4 qualification?
•What medication?

Is “no solo” appropriate?• Is no solo  appropriate?
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396 Example – potentially disqualifying 
conditions

No other info included
•How is diabetes being 
controlled?
•Meds?
•What about cardiac 
condition?
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396 Example – potentially 
disqualifying conditionsdisqualifying conditions

•Evidence to show control of diabetes? 
hypertension? thyroid function?hypertension? thyroid function?
•Meds? side affects?

NRC ph sician re ie is not as a cons ltant for licensees
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NRC physician review is not as a consultant for licensees 
– facility needs to make recommendations on Form 396 
and provide supporting medical evidence



Good example - hypertension
Medical data

Medical condition Treatment

Co-morbidity Addresses side effects
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Link to ANS 3.4



Another good hypertension 
lexample
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Good thyroid disease example

Medical evidence in the form of lab data was 
included so NRC doctor could see that thyroid 
disease was being controlled
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Good combined diabetes and 
HTN lHTN example

Diagnoses, meds, lab test/exam results, control, 
side effects all good info!
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side effects… all good info!



Good example – heart condition

Brief 
history of 
condition

Assessment 
and meds 
summary

M di lMedical 
evidence
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Good summary – multiple conditions
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Good summary – multiple conditions
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Good example - vision
S

O
A

P

Medical condition (S), test results (O), 
t (A) t t t l (P)
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assessment (A), treatment plan (P)



Good example – multiple 
conditionsconditions

BriefBrief  
history of 
condition

Summary of 
meds

General outlook and 
related health 
issues (weight, 
smoking)

Specific ANS-3.4 
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reference



Key to successful reviews

A “common sense” perspective:
• “If I were a third party reviewer, whatIf I were a third party reviewer, what 

information would I need to be able to 
conclude that the applicant meets the 
ANSI/ANS-3 4 requirements that theANSI/ANS 3.4 requirements, that the 
recommended license conditions address 
these requirements and that the reported 
physical condition and general healthphysical condition and general health 
would not be expected to cause 
operational errors endangering public 
health and safety?”
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health and safety?



Available Guidance

• NUREG-1021, ES-605, C.3, “Medical 
Standards”Standards”

• “FAQs” on NRC public website –
G QGeneral Questions 49-51 discuss 
Form 396 reviews:
– http://www.nrc.gov/reactors/operator-

licensing/op-licensing-files/ol-
f db k dffeedback.pdf
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Summary

• The basic requirements really 
haven’t changedhaven’t changed

• Relate conditions/restriction to 
S / SANSI/ANS-3.4 requirements

• Medical evidence is key to allow 
NRC’s doctors to make their 
determination
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Summary

What would
YOU

need to see to make a 
?determination?
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Your feedback

• Questions?
• Comments?
• Frustrations?
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